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vajradhatu wikipedia May 14 2024 vajradhatu was the name of the umbrella organization
of chögyam trungpa rinpoche one of the first tibetan buddhist lamas to visit and
teach in the west it served as the vehicle for the promulgation of his teachings and
was also the name by which his community was known from 1973 until 1990
diamond realm wikipedia Apr 13 2024 in vajrayana buddhism the diamond realm skt �� ��
� vajradhātu traditional chinese ��� pinyin jīngāngjiè romaji kongōkai is a
metaphysical space inhabited by the five tathagatas the diamond realm mandala is
based on an esoteric buddhist sutra called the vajrasekhara sutra
vajradhatu diamond realm mandala central tibet the Mar 12 2024 vajradhatu diamond
realm mandala central tibet 14th century not on view the buddha vairochana sits at
the center of this mandalic diagram of the heavens framed by the four directional
cosmic buddhas each with its own distinctive color
mandala of vajradhatu tibetan buddhist encyclopedia Feb 11 2024 mandala vairochana in
his four faced eight armed form presides over this mandala of vajradhatu the diamond
realm which is almost certainly based on the sarva tathagata tattva samgraha tantra
stts a text translated into tibetan by rinchen sangpo 958 1055
vairocana mahāvairocana mantras and seed syllables Jan 10 2024 vairocana sits at the
centre of the mandala of the five jinas he plays a very important role in shingon
buddhism where he is known as mahāhavairocana there are a number of mantras
associated with vairocana
the aspiration of the vajradhātu maṇḍala tibetan buddhist Dec 09 2023 on the tenth
day of the monkey month of the monkey year the guru of uḍḍiyāna said this aspiration
prayer in the turquoise covered shrine on the second floor of samye at the time of
opening the vajradhātu maṇḍala the king and his subjects made it their constant heart
practice
goddess dharmameghabhumi in the tabo main temple project Nov 08 2023 the vajradhatu
refers to the ritual space described in the yoga tantras and represented in mandalas
of the five buddhas of the five families centered on vairochana arguably the main
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temple of tabo monastery in the spiti valley of himachal pradesh india is the
earliest tibetan buddhist monument preserved in its entirety as its content
vairochana buddha vajradhatu tattvasamgraha tantra Oct 07 2023 vairochana tibetan nam
par nang dze the central deity of the tattvasamgraha tantra also known as the
vajradhatu mandala with 1 037 deities belonging to the yoga classification of tantra
this form of vairochana varies in appearance from the mahavairochana of the
sarvadurgati parishodhana tantra the latter has the two hands placed in the
diamond like strength the propagation of kongō yasha myōō Sep 06 2023 kongō yasha
myōō likely has origins as the mahabodhisattva vajrayaksa in attendance to
amoghasiddhi the ruling buddha of the northern quarter in the vajradhatu mandala this
form appears gentle and compassionate the aggression is displayed in the mudra only
four mandalas of the vajravali cycle google arts culture Aug 05 2023 four mandalas of
the vajravali cycle this exquisite thangka is the thirteenth painting in a set
depicting the mandalas of the vajravali cycle a compendium of esoteric teachings
compiled by the
mandala of manjushri bodhisattva buddhist deity Jul 04 2023 at the upper right is the
mandala of white arapachana manjushri white in colour surrounded by four retinue
deities all white in colour this form of arapachana arises from the siddhaikavira
tantra at the bottom left is white achala blue achala and white tara
four deities from a vajradhatu diamond world mandala Jun 03 2023 title four deities
from a vajradhatu diamond world mandala period eastern javanese period date last
quarter of the 10th first half of the 11th century culture indonesia java nganjuk
medium bronze dimensions h each approx 3 1 2 in 8 9 cm classification sculpture
credit line samuel eilenberg collection gift of samuel
vajra dhātu buddhist mandala britannica May 02 2023 the whole universe is conceived
to be the body of the buddha vairochana the great illuminator he has two aspects
known as the kongō kai diamond world and the taizō kai womb world each of which has
its characteristic depiction in the mandala the ritual diagram often painted on the
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shingon altar
secret of the vajra world the tantric buddhism of tibet Apr 01 2023 an entrée into
the world of tantric buddhism a unique collection of texts concepts and meditation
practices presented by tibetan masters teaching in the west
shambhala international wikipedia Feb 28 2023 shambhala international originally
named vajradhatu is the umbrella organization that encompasses many of the distinct
institutions of the shambhala spiritual community founded by the students of the
tibetan buddhist teacher chögyam trungpa rinpoche
an important thangka of the vajradhatu mandala tibet 11th Jan 30 2023 the thangka
depicts a standing manjushri painted in the eastern indian manner two lay devotees
kneeling below are depicted in much the same fashion as figures in the lower left of
the vajradhatu mandala and the space around the bodhisattva is strewn with almost
identical jewelled streamers as seen on the mandala
mandala of vajradhatu asian art Dec 29 2022 vairochana in his four faced eight armed
form presides over this mandala of vajradhatu the diamond realm which is almost
certainly based on the sarva tathagata tattva samgraha tantra stts a text translated
into tibetan by rinchen sangpo 958 1055
bodhisattva vajradharma tibetan buddhist encyclopedia Nov 27 2022 buddha vajradharma
is the central figure in the vajrayogini lineage around whom all the other lineage
holders grouped he represents both the primordial buddha in the tantric form of
vajrayana teachings and the root guru of the practitioner
the aspiration of the vajradhatu mandala samye institute Oct 27 2022 the aspiration
of the vajradhatu mandala chokchu dushi aspiration by guru rinpoche namo guru on the
tenth day of the monkey month in the monkey year orgyen uttered this aspiration on
the occasion of revealing the vajradhatu mandala in the turquoise coated middle
chamber of samye
womb realm wikipedia Sep 25 2022 in vajrayana buddhism the womb realm sanskrit
garbhakoṣadhātu traditional chinese ��� pinyin tāizāngjiè rōmaji taizōkai is the
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metaphysical space inhabited by the five compassion buddhas the womb realm is based
on the mahavairocana tantra
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